
Dear Largescaler!

This is the second newsletter from Ed's Garten

Bahn. In this issue we would like to tell a bit

about our new models for 2014 and the already

deliverded models. More information can be

found on our website. We hope you enjoy this

newsletter!

New models 2014

he following models are announced for

2014:

RhB Ge 4/6 353-355, in brown or

green livery

RhB BCe 4/4 501-504 (Fliegende

Rhaetier)

FO BDeh 2/4 41-45

RhB ABe 4/4 III 51-56

RhB Tm 2/2 111-120

Wherever possible we will enhance the models with extra functions like remote controlled

cabindoors.

Later this year the matching carriages for the RhB BCe 4/4 and the FO BDeh 2/4 will be

produced.

The RhB ABe 4/4 III only will be available in red livery. We are talking to specific vendors about

the sides with pictures.



FO HGe 4/4 I Cogwheel loco

Recently the first series of the FO HGe

4/4 I Cogwheel loco is delivered.

Customers ordered all possible

variations, including the BVZ HGe 4/4

I No. 16 (now with the Dampfbahn

Furka Bergstrecke). Also the model of

the VZ HGe 4/4 I 11-15 (Crocodile)

was ordered.

Several pictures and a film can be

seen on the website.

Special offer VZ Crocodile

Until may 1st 2014 we are offering the

Visp Zermatt Crocodile for a special

price. The loco will be delivered with

an ESU sounddecoder, servocontrolled

Pantographs an a sturdy wooden box.

More information about this offer can

be read here.

Pictures and a film of the VZ Crocodile

can be found here.

Garden proof Caternary

The biggest problem for those who would like to use caternary in the garden is, that all available

systems only offer pieces of wire with a limited length. These seperate pieces are not installed

onder tension so whenever a cat or dog walks by or a branche falls out of a tree the wires are

separated. Many outdoor largescaler have had to free their loc from the overhead wires...

In co-operation with 2 clients we are working on caternary with overhead wire of great lenght

(6-8 meters) that is brought under tension by springs. The profile of the wire is about the same

as the known brands.

The masts will be available in 2 different variations, both after Swiss examples: modern or

formed as a round wooden mast. The material will be rust free iron.

Pleas contact us if you would like to know more about this sturdy caternary. To do so you can

reply on this email or use the contactform on the website.



RhB Ge 2/2 Eselchen

The second series of the RhB Ge 2/2 is

delivered. In contrast to the first series, in

which every possible variation was orders,

the majorety this time was orange with

numer 161.

More information about this loco, including a

nice film from a customer can be found on

our website.

Specials

Several specials are developped for customers. A

few examples are:

For a fanatic modelbuilder of models from the

Brunigbahn we made 2 cabines for the BDeh

4/4 train.

In co-operation with a client we developed a

thrust-bearing driving mechanisme with

Faulhabermotor. The motor of this

drivemachanisme is so small it fits between

the wheels.

Feedback

Porpose of this newsletter is to inform you about the developments within Ed's Garten Bahn.

When you have anything you would like to share with us or when you have a remark for us,

please don't hesitate to tell us. Simply reply on this email.


